Abstract. In this paper, we give a necessary and sufficient condition under which a variational inequality defined on unbounded sets in a Banach space has a solution. Furthermore, we establish a necessary and sufficient condition under which the minimax equality on unbounded sets is true.
1. Introduction. Let E be a real Banach space and E* its dual space. Let T be a linear or nonlinear monotone operator from a closed convex set C of E into E*. Then we say that x0 satisfies a variational inequality if x0 G C and (Txq, x -Xq) > 0 for all x G C. This general form of a variational inequality has very interesting interpretations in various fields. For instance, when C is a closed convex cone of E, then any solution x0 of the variational inequality is actually a solution of the complementarity problem in mathematical programming, game theory and theory of economic equilibrium. For the theory of variational inequalities and the complementarity problem, we refer to the book by Barbu and Precupanu [2] . On the other hand, there are some generalizations of the famous minimax theorem of von Neumann [7] ; for instance, see Barbu and Precupanu [2] and Takahashi [6] .
In this paper, we obtain a necessary and sufficient condition under which a variational inequality on unbounded sets has a solution. Using this, we solve the complementarity problem and prove a fixed point theorem. Furthermore, we establish a necessary and sufficient condition under which the minimax equality on unbounded sets holds.
2. Variational inequalities. Let £ be a real reflexive Banach space and C be a closed convex subset of E. A mapping T: C -* E* is said to be monotone if (Tx -Ty, x -y) > 0 for all x,y E C, and hemicontinuous on C if for any u,vEC, the mapping t -* T(tv + (1 -/)") °f [0> 1]to F* is continuous when E* is endowed with the weak* topology. Also T is said to be coercive on C if for some uE C, lim (Tx, x -u)/\\x\\ = +00.
||jc||-»oo; xec A mapping F: C -► E is said to be nonexpansive if for any x,y G C, ||Fx -Fy\\ < ||x -y\\. We note that if £ is a real Hubert space and F: C -> E is nonexpansive, then / -F is a monotone mapping of C into E. Let H, K he nonempty closed subsets of the Banach space E; then we denote by oHK the set of z E K such that U(z) n (H -K) ^ 0 for every neighborhood U(z) of z and by iHK the set of z E K such that U(z) n (H -K) -0 for some neighborhood U(z) of z.
Theorem 1. Let C be a nonempty closed convex subset of a reflexive Banach space E and T be a monotone and hemicontinuous mapping of C into E*. Then the following conditions are equivalent.
(1) There exists x0 G C such that (7x0,y -x0) > Ofor ally G C; (2) there exists a bounded closed convex subset K of C such that for each z G dcK, there exists y G icK which satisfies (Tz, y -z) < 0.
Proof. First we show that (1) implies (2) . Let x0 be an element of C such that (Tx0,y -x0) > 0 for ally G C. Set d = ||jc0 -y0|| wherey0 G C andy0 ^ Xq, and K = {x G C: \\x -x0\\ < d). Then we have x0 G icK. Let z G dcK. By the monotonicity of T, it follows that (Tz, z -Xq) > (Txq, z -x¿) > 0. Therefore, we have iTz, x0 -z) < 0. Next we show that (2) implies (1). Let K be a bounded closed convex subset of C which satisfies the condition (2). Since K is weakly compact convex, there exists x0 G K such that (Tx0, x -xj > 0 for all x G K (cf. [2] , [3] ). If x0 G icK, then for each y G C we can choose X > 0 so small that x = Xy + (1 -X)x0 lies in K. Then (Tx0, Ay + (1 -X)x0 -x0) > 0 and hence X(Tx0,y -x0) > 0. Cancelling X, we have (Tx0,y -z0) > 0. If jc0 G dcK, then, by the hypothesis, there exists z0 G icK such that (Txq, z0 -x¿) < 0. Since ÇTxq, xx0) > 0 for all x G K, we have (7".x0, x -z0) > 0 for all x G C. Since z0 G icK, for each y G C, there exists X > 0 such that x = Xy + (1 -X)z0 lies in K. Then XiTx0,y -z0) > 0. Cancelling X, we have (7Jc0,y -z0) > 0. Then since (Tx0, z0 -Xq) > 0, we obtain (7!x0, y -x¿) > 0.
The following corollaries are direct consequences of Theorem 1.
Corollary 1 (cf. [3] ). Let C be a nonempty closed convex subset of a reflexive Banach space E and T be a monotone hemicontinuous mapping of C into E*. If T is coercive on C, then there exists x0 G C such that (7!x0, y -x¿) > 0 for all y G C.
Proof. It is sufficient to show that the coercivity condition implies the condition (2) of Theorem 1. By the definition of coercivity, there exist y G C and positive numbers c, k such that ||y|| < c and (Tx, x -y) > k\\x\\ for x G C with ||x|| > c. If we set K = [x G C: \\x\\ < c), then it is obvious that K satisfies the condition (2) of Theorem 1.
Corollary 1 has a very interesting interpretation when C is a closed convex cone.
Corollary
2. Let C be a nonempty closed convex cone in a reflexive Banach space E and T be a monotone hemicontinuous mapping of C into E*. If T is coercive, then there exists an x0 G C such that -Tx0 G C* and (TxQ, Xq) = 0 where C* = [u G E*: (u, x) < Ofor all x G C).
Proof. By Corollary 1, there exists x0 G C such that (Tx^y -x¿) > 0 for all y G C. It follows from Lemma 3.1 of [4] that -Tx0 G C* and (7^0, x0) = 0. Corollary 3. Let C be a nonempty closed convex subset of a Hilbert space 77 such that 0 G C and T be a nonexpansive mapping of C into 77. If there exists a bounded closed convex set K c C such that 0 G icK and || Tz\\ < ||z|| for all z G dcK, then there exists an x0 G C such that \\x0 -Tx0\\ = min{||y -Tx0\\: y G C). Particularly, if T maps C into itself, there exists x0 G C such that Tx0 = x0.
Proof. It is obvious that the mapping I -T of C into H is monotone and hemicontinuous. Since ||7z|| < ||z|| for all z E ocK, we have (z -Tz, -z) < 0 for all z G dcK. Since 0 G icK, K satisfies the condition (2) of Theorem 1. Therefore there exists x0 G C such that (x0 -7x0,.y -x¿) > 0 for all y E C. Hence we obtain ||x0 -7x0|| < ||.y -rx0|| for all y E C. Particularly, if T maps C into itself, we have mindly -7x0||: y E C} = 0 and hence Tx0 = x0. 3 . Minimax theorem. Next we consider a minimax theorem and establish a necessary and sufficient condition under which the minimax equality on unbounded sets holds. Proof. First we show that (1) implies (2) . If (1) holds, then there exists (x0,.y0) E AX B such that F(x0,y) > F(x0,.y0) > F(x,y0) for all (x,y) G A X B. Let K-{x <=A: \\x0 -x|| < ||x0 -a||} and L = {y E B: \\y0-y\\ < ||>-0 -6||}, where a E A, b E B, x0 ^ a and/0 ¥= b. Then we have (x^y^ E iAK X iBL and F(x0,y) > F(x0,y0) > F(x,y0) for all (x,y) E(dAK X L)u(K X dBL). Next we show that (2) implies (1). Let K and L be bounded closed convex sets which satisfy the condition (2) . Then, by Theorem 3.8 of [2] , there exists (x0, y¿) E K X L such that F(x,y0) < F(x0,y0) < F(x0,y) for all (x,>>) G K X L. Let (x^y^j E iAK X iBL. Then for each x G A we can choose X > 0 so small that Xx + (1 -X)x0 E K. Since F(-,y) is concave, we have F(x0,y0) > F(Xx + (1 -X)x0,y0) > XF(x,y0) + (1 -X)F(X(),y0) and hence F(x, y0) < F(x0, y0). Also we obtain that P(xo, .Vq) < F(x0, y) for all y E B. So, (1) holds. Let (x0,y0) E (aAK X L) u (K X oBL). Then by the condition (2) there exists (u, v) E iAK X iBL such that F(u,y¿) > F(Xf¡,v). Since F(x,y0) < F(x0,y0) < F(Xo,y) for all (x,y)EKXL, we have F(u,y^) -F(xQ,ytù = P(x0, v). For each x G A, we take X > 0 so small that Xx + (1 -X)u E K. Then
Hence we obtain that F(x,y0) < F(x0,y¿). Also we obtain that F(x0,y¿) < F(x0,y) for all y E B. This completes the proof. Proof. It is clear from the hypothesis that there exists k > 0 such that ||x0|| < k, \\y0\\ < k and for every (x,y) GAxB with ||x|| + ||y|| > k we have T^y) -P(x,y0) > 0. Let K = {x G A: \\x\\ < k) and L = [y G B: \\y\\ < k). Then for every (x,y) G idA K X L) u (AT X dBL), we obtain FixQ,y) > F(jc,y"). So, we obtain Corollary 4 from Theorem 2.
